Markers’ experiences of providing formative assessment feedback in hardcopy, desktop and tablet
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Abstract

Student numbers in first year undergraduate courses are growing. Lecturers are under increasing time and budgetary pressures to foster meaningful assessment-driven learning. Online course management, eSubmission and eMarking have the capacity to streamline workflows associated with formative assessment marking. It is widely asserted that eMarking is faster than paper-based marking, but there is a paucity of research to support these claims. Much of the literature focuses on students’ perceptions of eMarking; few incorporate tablet-based marking into their research. In this exploratory study, we reflect on experienced and inexperienced markers’ time survey responses as they mark formative assessments in hardcopy and either Turnitin’s Grademark for desktops or Branchfire’s iAnnotate for iPads. Findings suggest that marking is faster and more flexible in iAnnotate. Thus, tablet-based marking may provide solutions for first year unit lecturers wanting to reduce the time associated with formative assessment feedback. Contextual factors, however, should be central to decision-making.

Introduction

Formative assessments are important to student learning at every level, but fundamental to student learning during the first year of higher education. Formative assessments allow students to engage in deep-learning through the application of course material and critical analysis (Gikandi, Morrow, & Davis, 2011). When they are part of a scaffolded curriculum, formative assessments also offer students’ an opportunity to reflect on and learn from their mistakes (Evans, 2013; Wharton, 2013). Meaningful and timely feedback is essential, however, to allowing students to apply suggestions received in early work to future assessments, achieving deep learning and understanding across assignments and contexts.

Providing meaningful feedback on formative assessments is increasingly challenging in the current university landscape. As Evans (2013, p. 73) explains in her recent review article on assessment feedback in higher education,

Enhancing the quality of feedback to students needs to be considered against the backdrop of the massification and consumerization of HE in the 21st century with increasing numbers and a more diverse student body than ever before.

Students are beginning higher education with varied academic literacy skills and need support in learning how to learn (Cameron, George, & Henley, 2012). However, there is strong competition for students’ time, with many commuting to campuses and combining work and study (Tinto, 2012). Assessment-driven curricula has been posed as an important
strategy for encouraging student engagement, retention and learning (Donnison & Penn-Edwards, 2012).

Just as assessments are becoming increasingly important to meeting goals around student retention and the development of life-long learners, the time for assessment feedback is shrinking. Academic workloads are swelling. Faced with growing student numbers, time for assignment administration, marking, as well as face-to-face teaching and learning are diminishing (Donnison & Penn-Edwards, 2012).

In this changing higher education landscape, many lecturers are turning to information and communication technologies for solutions (Espasa & Meneses, 2010). The popularity of online and blended learning is growing fast (Gikandi et al., 2011; Yeh & Lo, 2009); eSubmission and eMarking may provide a way to reduce the time associated with assignment administration and feedback (Maxwell & Kist, 2011). There is a dearth of research on eMarking, leaving lecturers unsupported empirically in their decision-making.

Following Buckley and Cowap (2013), we investigate marker’s qualitative perceptions of two eMarking tools: Grademark (©2013) and iAnnotate (version 2.4.5). Following Coniam (2009) we offer here an exploratory, comparative study of experienced and inexperienced markers’ perceptions of both hardcopy and eMarking. Most academics comparing paper-based marking (PBM) and onscreen marking (OSM) have solely examined the attitudes of experienced markers as they shift from PBM to OSM (Coniam, 2009); few have examined more than one form of eMarking. Our small explanatory study had three dimensions: experienced and inexperienced markers; hardcopy and desktop based eMarking using Turnitin’s Grademark; and hardcopy and tablet-based iAnnotate eMarking. To our knowledge, it is the first to compare perceptions and marking speed across hardcopy, Grademark and tablet-based iAnnotate eMarking, offering much needed, though preliminary, insight to lecturers looking to foster supportive first year learning experiences with limited resources.

In the paragraphs that follow, we ground our study in the vast literature on the importance of formative assessments and timely feedback and the limited but growing literature on eSubmissions and eMarking.

**Literature Review**

Gikandi et al. (2011, p. 2334) describe assessment as ‘the heart of formal higher education.’ Assessments provide students with opportunities to engage meaningfully with course content, applying it to differing contexts and testing their understanding (Donnison & Penn-Edwards, 2012; Wiliam, 2011). In the current teaching and learning climate, where university staff compete for face-to-face time with students, with part-time and sometimes full-time work and long commutes (Tinto, 2012), assessments remain a priority to students (Donnison & Penn-Edwards, 2012). As more and more of university learning takes place online, assessments and feedback on assessments are the central platform on which scaffolded and continuous learning takes place (Espasa & Meneses, 2010).

There are two main types of assessment: summative and formative. Summative assessment tasks are used for ‘validation and accreditation,’ testing students comprehension (Gikandi et al., 2011, p. 2334). They are commonly used in first year and online higher education contexts in the form of, for example, surface-learning quizzes to test recall and maintain engagement (improving retention) among assessment-driven transitioning students (Donnison...
Formative assessments are implemented into curricula to support ‘higher-order or deep’ learning (Gikandi et al., 2011, p. 2334). They form one part of the learning scaffolding designed to monitor, assess and improve student understanding ‘through ongoing and timely feedback’ (Gikandi et al., 2011, p. 2337).

Meaningful feedback is essential to the efficacy of formative assessments in achieving deep learning outcomes (Wharton, 2013). Some see feedback as an ‘end’ in and of itself (Evans, 2013) to justifying assigned grades (Wharton, 2013). Within a socio-constructivist view of learning, however, feedback is the interpersonal exchange that allows learners to improve future work (Evans, 2013; Wharton, 2013; Wiliam, 2011). Described as both feedback and ‘feed-forward’, it helps students to measure their performance against specific objectives (Espasa & Meneses, 2010; Evans, 2013, p. 71). It is also a central strategy for encouraging independent and life-long learning (Espasa & Meneses, 2010; Evans, 2013; Gikandi et al., 2011; Wharton, 2013). Particularly in online learning settings, feedback is associated with improved student performance and student satisfaction (Espasa & Meneses, 2010).

For the feed-forward capacity of feedback to be achieved, however, it needs to be timely. The ‘optimum timing of feedback’ hinges on the type of learning underpinning an assessment (Wiliam, 2011, p. 9). In scaffolded formative assessments, students are asked to reflect on and learn from corrections and advice received in early assignments, allowing them to apply this feedback and make improvements to subsequent assignments. Thus, students should receive feedback from early assignments with plenty of time to digest and apply markers’ comments towards later assessments.

With growing student numbers and ballooning academic work plans, providing meaningful and timely feedback can be problematic. It can take several days to sort assignments, several more days for tutors to collect assignments and then weeks for marking. The ‘digital shift’ and the introduction of online course management systems may have the capacity to ameliorate some of the time-consuming aspects of assessment marking, helping lecturers to ensure students receive the in-depth feedback on formative assessments required for self-improvement and independent learning (Johnson, Hopkin, Shiell, & Bell, 2012, p. 107). The literature focuses on the timesaving potential of both eSubmissions and eMarking.

First, eSubmission, ‘the process of handing in...assignments as electronic files only’ (Maxwell & Kist, 2011, p. 61), has the potential to reduce assignment turn around times by streamlining the process (Jones & Jamieson, 1997). Instead of tracking, recording and sorting submissions manually, with eSubmissions, markers can download assignments securely and directly from an online website (Buckley & Cowap, 2013; Coniam, 2009). This reduces the number of people handling assignments, and subsequent administrative mistakes, as well as the steps and time between the point when a student submits his or her assignment and the point when a tutor can begin marking (Maxwell & Kist, 2011).

Second, eMarking or ‘e-assessment feedback’, providing ‘feedback...through information communication technology’ (Evans, 2013, p. 85), could speed up marking times. It has been widely asserted that eMarking is faster than paper-based marking (Buckley & Cowap, 2013; Johnson et al., 2012; Jones & Jamieson, 1997; Maxwell & Kist, 2011). However, there is little empirical evidence to support this assertion. In reflecting on their experiences of marking using Grademark, participants in Buckley and Cowap’s (2013) focus group described the Quickmark comment feature, where users can create a bank of comments to be reused in future assignments, as useful. ‘I found it a lot quicker to make the comments and even the general comments, just to type them is a lot quicker.’ This reflection, however, is
not based in direct comparison and is subject to recall bias. Other assertions about the time-saving capacities of eMarking seem to be primarily based in Turnitin’s plagiarism detection function, which prevents markers from having to check for plagiarism using online search engines (Buckley & Cowap, 2013).

There is a need for further pragmatic research into the experiences of those who mark assignments (Coniam, 2009) using a variety of eMarking tools (Gikandi et al., 2011). Most of the literature on eMarking focuses on students’ perceptions (Buckley & Cowap, 2013; Johnson, Nádas, & Bell, 2010) and limits comparison to one form of eMarking and paper-based marking. Our research, by taking an exploratory empirical focus, attempts to move the discussion beyond assertion, by explicitly examining temporal as well as qualitative dimensions of formative assessment marking across three modes.

**Methods**

We conducted our exploratory research as academic staff teaching a health science unit for first and second year undergraduate students at the University of Western Sydney (UWS). UWS is a large multi-campus university with a diverse student population and teaching staff committed to opportunity and excellence (Gill, Lombardo, & Short, 2013; Gill et al., 2011). Student data for 2012 reveals the extent of this diversity: 23.7 per cent of students are from low socio-economic backgrounds; 53 per cent are first in family to attend university; 32 per cent are of a non-English speaking background; the majority of students have work or family responsibilities (Gill et al., 2013).

The unit, Public Health, is designed to extend students’ understanding of concepts and academic literacy skills introduced in a first year first semester health science unit. As a blended learning unit, students attend 3 hour long face-to-face lecture tutorials for half of the semester (weeks 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10) and engage with online lecture materials in the remaining weeks. There are two formative assessments and a final (summative) exam. In this paper, we reflect on our experiences of marking the first written assessment in the unit: a 1,500 word report. The report, due in week 8, is designed to offer students a lower risk (30%) formative assessment, where feedback allows students to reflect on their writing and researching skills before crafting and submitting their final written assessments in week 14.

For our study, we systematically examined our experiences as three markers, one experienced and two inexperienced, and one lecturer using eMarking in Public Health for the first time. Two modes of eMarking were compared against hardcopy marking: Turnitin’s Grademark for desktops and Branchfire’s iAnnotate for iPads. Grademark offers markers the capacity to access, read, highlight, comment in-text (using both tailored and generic comments), grade (using a rubric created by the lecturer) and comment holistically on a student’s assessment in one website. Markers can view Turnitin plagiarism similarity matches as they mark. There is no need to download or upload files as all assessments are submitted and available through Turnitin, though it can take time to open documents on the website.

iAnnotate, in contrast, is a generic .pdf (portable document file) annotation tool that allows users with an iPad to insert marks such as ticks, arrows and circles with their fingers. Users can also insert comment boxes or type directly on the page. These annotations are then saved by the user as another layer to the document. All assignments marked in iAnnotate were downloaded as a zip file from Turnitin before being merged individually with the marking rubric and then emailed to the marker. After marking assignments in iAnnotate, the marker, second author A, emailed the graded assessments back to himself and posted the grades and
annotated .pdf files to the online course management system’s gradecentre. A similar process was followed for hardcopy feedback. Individually marked reports and rubrics were scanned as .pdf files and then the grades and files were posted in the online gradecentre. Care was taken to ensure grades and feedback were hidden from students in the gradecentre until all assessments were marked.

Each tutor marked assignments in hardcopy and either Grademark or iAnnotate. Assignments were not allocated to tutors randomly, but alphabetically as they appeared in Turnitin. Third author P, an experienced marker with several years experience in hardcopy marking, accessed 13 assignments online through Grademark and received 13 assignments by post to mark in hardcopy. Fourth author M, an inexperienced marker, accessed 13 assignments online through Grademark and received 10 assignments by post to mark in hardcopy. A, an inexperienced marker, but experienced iPad user, received 14 assignments by email to mark using iAnnotate for iPads and received 14 assignments by post to mark in hardcopy.

Lecturer, and first author, R, an experienced marker with 7 years of experience in PBM, coordinated the process. She familiarised herself with both eMarking tools, providing samples of marked assignments and detailed instructions, including links to online instructional videos, for markers to follow. She also drafted a three page survey for each marker to use in documenting 1) the time they took to become familiar with the eMarking tools; 2) the time taken to download, mark and then upload assignments to the online course management system; and 3) their reflections on the process.

Results

Advanced statistical analysis was not performed, as the study is preliminary and based on only four participants. Instead, average preparation and marking times are presented here along with markers’ reflections on their experiences.

Preparation

Before the exploratory study could begin, the lecturer (R) became familiar with the relevant eMarking tools and made various arrangements to set-up the online system for markers. This included undertaking training in Grademark, adding markers as users to the course management system, experimenting with eMarking tools, creating a rubric in Grademark, drafting detailed instructions for markers and working with blended learning staff to overcome challenges with the course management system’s Gradecentre and Grademark. The time spent on set-up was not insignificant at 18 hours.

Time spent on preparation and familiarisation as markers was considerably less onerous. A spent 15 minutes locating and paying for (approximately $10 AUD) iAnnotate through the ‘iTunes store’ and downloading it to his iPad. There was no set-up time associated with Grademark, as it was available through the course management system as a component of Turnitin’s plagiarism detection software.

Familiarisation with the university’s course management systems (vUWS) and Gradecentre took markers 20 (A), 40 (P) and 50 (M) minutes. Familiarisation took A significantly less time as he is also a postgraduate student at the same university and more familiar with the university’s systems. Familiarisation with eMarking tools took slightly more time. A spent 30 minutes reading the supplied instructions, watching the recommended youtube clips and experimenting with the different iAnnotate tools. Inexperienced marker M required only 20
minutes to become familiar with Grademark using the supplied guidelines, while experienced marker P took 30 minutes to become familiar with the eTool and an additional 75 minutes to overcome challenges with the tool through consultation with the lecturer and blended learning support staff.

\textit{Marking time}

For both experienced marker P and inexperienced marker M, marking in Grademark was more time consuming than hardcopy marking (see figure 1).
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\caption{Average time marking in minutes}
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The difference for P was dramatic with Grademark assessments taking P nearly twice as long. The difference for M was less pronounced, but still noteworthy. The amount of time spent marking in Grademark did, however, decrease with experience. Initial assessments took 55 (M) and 60 (P) minutes, while the last assessments marked in Grademark took only 30 minutes. Remarkably, marking in iAnnotate and hardcopy took A the same amount of time on average.

Clear differences also emerged across experienced and inexperienced markers. Across the inexperienced markers, hardcopy marking took, on average, 36 minutes. For experienced marker P, hardcopy marking took a mere 23 minutes on average. It is important to point out that these averages include the time spent downloading and uploading assignments (see table 1). Note that while Grademark does not require users to download assessments before they are marked, M regularly experienced a 1-2 minute delay between selecting and being able to view a student’s assessment. Time spent downloading assessments and uploading feedback varied substantially across markers depending on the strength and speed of their home internet connections, the amount of traffic on the online course management site and whether the marker had access to a paper feed scanner.
In reflective comments, all three markers noted the easy and prompt access to assessment that eMarking offered. This was especially important as all three markers lived more than 30 minutes form the campus where assessments were submitted. However, they lamented the amount of work associated with learning a new piece of technology. A was untroubled about the effort required to learn to use iAnnotate saying, it ‘does take a little while to learn the ins and outs,’ but it’s ‘great to learn how to use a new bit of kit!’ P, in contrast, was less enthusiastic about Grademark: ‘it took some getting used to…. Some aspects were fairly intuitive, others were not.’

In his assessment of iAnnotate, A found downloading and uploading assessments to be easier with iAnnotate than with hardcopy, but found flipping through pages slightly slower. He enjoyed the freedom associated with being able to access eSubmissions through his iPad: ‘better than lugging around 3.5 kilos of paper!.’ However, he expressed concern that extended online marking ‘can be hard/tiring’ on one’s eyes. Additionally, he found his fingers were too large, making annotation ‘fiddly.’

Marker’s comments about Grademark were largely disparaging. Both M and P experienced problems with Grademark freezing, causing them to have to start their marking of an assessment over again. Experienced marker P, however, expressed sustained frustration over the amount of time it took him to become comfortable and efficient with Grademark’s Quickmark comment bank:

Familiarising with the selectable comments…took time…. Sometimes there are similar/overlapping comments to choose from. Sometimes after selecting, I would read the additional comments inbuilt and realise these were too specific or inappropriate, so I’d delete this and add my own comment.

He also found the layout ‘cluttered’ with ‘lots of scrolling.’ However, he did appreciate ‘the ability to make, add and edit final comments’ in Grademark. He evaluated his holistic feedback in Grademark as ‘probably a bit more useful and detailed.’ While M liked Grademark overall, she found it harder to give detailed English language and written expression feedback in Grademark:

My slow pace was primarily due to the writing quality of the assignments…. Giving feedback/examples of alternative sentence structures in Grademark was more difficult…. I am not sure that this type of feedback was clear in Grademark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Marker</th>
<th>Download</th>
<th>Marking</th>
<th>Upload</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardcopy</td>
<td>Experienced marker: P</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20.77</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grademark</td>
<td>Experienced marker: P</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39.62</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardcopy</td>
<td>Inexperienced marker: M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grademark</td>
<td>Inexperienced marker: M</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>38.85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardcopy</td>
<td>Inexperienced marker: A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29.64</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iAnnotate</td>
<td>Inexperienced marker: A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29.64</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Average time marking in minutes**
Discussion

This small exploratory comparative study of hardcopy and eMarking is the first to include tablet-based iAnnotate. The generalizability of results is limited, as it is a preliminary study based on reflective time surveys conducted with a small number of participants. However, the study adds a much-needed empirical and temporal dimension to the growing literature on markers’ perceptions of eMarking. Findings suggest that eMarking is not necessarily faster. Many have asserted that eMarking, Grademark in particular (Buckley & Cowap, 2013), is faster than paper-based marking. However, time comparisons in this study suggest that eMarking may be slower, in the case of Grademark, or just as fast, in the case of iAnnotate. Comparisons across markers support Coniam’s (2009) finding that experienced markers tend to be less favourable in their evaluations of eMarking compared to inexperienced markers. Qualitative comments also led us to suggest that markers may prefer tablet-based to desktop-based eMarking. Scrolling, flipping through pages and providing detailed in-text feedback may be easier with a tablet device such as an iPad.

Findings also provide valued insight for lecturers (including R) struggling to find strategies to decrease the time and resources associated with scaffolding meaningful feedback on formative written assessments into first year units. First, while eSubmission does reduce some of the administration associated with formative assessments (Jones & Jamieson, 1997; Maxwell & Kist, 2011), results present a reminder to lecturers that there are upfront time costs associated with introducing eSubmission and eMarking into university courses. Online course management systems must be adjusted, rubrics modified, guides created, Apps purchased and markers, lecturers and coordinators must become familiar and comfortable with the eTools and supporting systems. Second, the marking time averages and markers’ comments point to the importance of contextual factors to eMarking adoption decision-making. These factors include students’ writing skills, marker experience, ease of access to hardcopy assessments, time and budgetary constraints associated with training as well as access to equipment (i.e., iPads and styluses) and the internet.

Conclusion

In this exploratory study, we compared the experiences of three markers and one lecturer providing, for the first time, formative assessment eMarking feedback to first and second year students in one undergraduate health science unit. We offer empirical results and caution to the limited but growing literature on eMarking and eSubmissions in higher education. Findings suggest that eMarking is not necessarily faster than hardcopy marking. eTools matter, with iAnnotate showing more promise than Grademark for providing in-text feedback to university students still in the process of developing academic writing skills. This may be due to the ease of making corrections to grammar and punctuation using the ‘pencil’ tools in iAnnotate. Other contextual factors, such as the comfort of the markers with tablets, internet connection speed and marker experience should also be taken into consideration.

In a university landscape where formative assessment feedback is increasingly important, evidence-based strategies for streamlining assessment submissions and reducing the time and administration associated with marking are needed. Future studies should systematically investigate the time-demands and user perceptions of eMarking, comparing a wider range of eMarking tools and engaging a larger sample of markers and lecturers. Comparisons of students’ perceptions across eMarking tools are also warranted.
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